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TWO SEASONS ON MT. BLANC
GRAHAM TREACHER

South west of Mt. Blanc lie the three summits of the Aiguille de 
Trelatdte. The highest reaches to within eight hundred and fifty odd 
feet of 4,000 metres, and had primeval fate been slightly more 
generous it is likely that greater attention would have been paid to this 
fine massif. The main peak was first ascended in 1864 by Whymper 
and Adams Reilly, in order to complete the latter's map of the 
unsurveyed sections of the Mt. Blanc chain. Whymper concedes 
that it was " well above everything at this end of the chain, and the 
view from it was of the grandest character."

As with most of the great satellite peaks of the Blanc it should 
be traversed. Everything culminates on the summit of Europe ; 
every point is a stepping stone ; every side is a new aspect of one 
gigantic personality.

At the conclusion of a few days' climbing in 1957, a friend and 
I spent a superb day scrambling over the Aiguille de B6ranger and 
Dome de Miage to the Durier Hut on the Col de Miage beneath the 
south ridge of the Bionnassay. Unfortunately after a perfect night 
in the precarious tool shed of a hut the weather broke, and we beat 
a hasty retreat into France, leaving the traverse of the Blanc for a 
later year. We had seen enough however, to convince us that a return 
to this end of the range must be made as soon as possible. In 1958 
we were again in Les Contamines, to traverse the Bionnassay and 
Mt. Blanc via the Aiguille de Tr61at6te.

A hectic first day took us from the Trelatete Hotel, over Mt. 
Tondu and the Col de la Seigne to a hay barn just below Le Purtud. 
Only the stupendous sight of the Aiguille Noire de Peuterey helped us 
to forget our sore feet.

Our training climb from the Torino Hut was the Rochefort 
Arete, and we found it in icy but beautiful condition. The next day 
we " knitted " our way to the top of the Dent du Geant. The final 
delicious section of slabs was a tour de force of " plain and pearl " 
hemp, nylon, and perlon. On top were a host of altitude-sick 
Austrians, prostrate Poles, and irrepressible Italians pitoning a grade 
three pitch beneath the final summit; from half-way up the north 
face could be heard an exchange of Midland English, accompanied 
by rhythmic tappings on pegs.

Several sun-scorched days later found us installed in the 
sumptous Rifugio Elizabetta at the foot of the Aiguille d'Estellette.
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Over the entrance to the dining hall was a Latin inscription calling 
upon all to " despise the crowd," which we realised was aimed at 
those who walk and climb and do not drive new cars from Courmayeur 
to within a few hundred yards of the hut. The guardian in looking us 
up and down quietly murmured the inscription, only to have the 
quotation completed by my friend, a Classics scholar ! Unfortunately 
a snow storm higher up delayed our start, but the following day in 
driving rain and mist we attempted to locate the little bivouac from 
where the traverse of the Aiguille de Trelatfete commences.

We hoped to find a couloir leading to a shattered rock ridge 
on the Aiguille d'Estellette, but because of the bad weather we had 
considerable difficulty in finding it. Eventually, after climbing an 
abomination of a gully, I located the true couloir, and climbed it and 
the ridge above to the minute " anderson shelter " shaped bivouac. 
It was a superb place, on an exposed ledge overhanging the Glacier 
Lex Blanche, and looking across at the TrelatSte, Peuterey, and Mt. 
Blanc.

The following day after a heavy snow fall we arrived at the 
bivouac again and spent an idyllic night cramped together. The 
primus purred merrily, a symbol of our content, and until the light 
faded we meditated on the feast of mountain beauty in front of us. 
The silence, space, and cleanness of everything was a tonic.

Next morning we left at five, rather late for our climb. The 
ridge was exceedingly loose, but we made good time to the point 
where it adjoins the Upper Lex Blanche Glacier. The central zone of 
crevasses gave us tricky work, and the new snow was soft and tiring. 
We cut across an ice laden couloir and ascended a broken rib of rock 
to a level snow field. With the steep mass of the TrelatSte to our right, 
and the serrated ridges of the Aiguilles des Glaciers and Lanchettes 
to our left we plodded grudgingly to the col at the foot of real climbing. 
Three and a half hours had separated our two breakfasts ; our meagre 
supplies and a short rest did little to relieve general apathy, and we 
embarked on the long slog summitwards with little of the determina 
tion that was essential if we were to reach the Durier Hut that 
evening.

The ridge was virtually devoid of difficulty except for the appal 
lingly loose rock. A steep snow slope eventually took us to a finale of 
tottering pinnacles, and we emerged on to the Central summit in a 
high wind, and shed loads and feelings before the superb face of 
Mt. Blanc. A chorus of mutton shaped clouds were racing over the 
entire view, spasmodically blotting out whole sections of the
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panorama. Over Italy was a blanket of stormy indigo. All was on the 
move except us, and our fatigue, added to the predominance of 
verticality and the knowledge of the distance to the Col 
Infranchissable, let alone the Durier Hut, produced unwholesome 
feelings. The descent to the foot of our first summit, the T8te Blanche, 
looked ghastly but proved straightforward. Step cutting for one gave 
a rest to the other and life improved !

We were now confronted with a large schrund to our left, and 
a cornice to the right, overhanging the beetling flanks above the 
Glacier de Miage. We chose the latter and quickly passed through 
the danger zone via two wafer-thin pinnacles of rock. A steep snow 
slope brought us to the summit.

By now Mt. Blanc was covered, and ahead the vanguard of the 
storm was attacking the graceful form of the Bionnassay. Even in our 
condition we hurried ! The descent was exceedingly steep, and 
under such conditions very impressive. We grumbled our way on, 
crampon-crunching up to the summit of the TSte Carr6e, and stop 
ping short above the final slopes down to the col. We took exception 
to their unfriendly appearance, with the result that we were soon 
engaged in descending a wreck of a rock rib at funereal tempo. We 
were continually forced away from the col by impossible ground and 
an uncompromising bergschrund, but eventually found a way over, 
running down to the Tr61at8te glacier, which we reached as the mists 
swallowed us and everything. We rested on our axes and realised that 
our bid for the Durier Hut, Bionnassay and Mt. Blanc must end. The 
mere mention of further climbing brought unholy words to mind ; 
instead we waited for a clearance, and with occasional sudden 
dazzling glimpses of the Dome de Miage to our right, we ran the 
five miles of glacier to the Trelat§te Hotel. Despite magnificent 
climbing we felt bitterly disappointed at having been defeated a 
second year on our siege of the Monarch.

As we refused to face another winter without the Blanc behind 
us, we resolved to reprovision, and, weather or no, to traverse Mr. 
Blanc over the Dome du Gouter and Bionnassay to the Durier Hut, 
returning immediately afterwards to Paris. It was a necessary 
gamble, and after a hideous night at the Gouter Hut we overtook 
innumerable caravans of strapping Continentals, and reached the 
summit of Europe in superb conditions. The view was complete, and 
with the prospect of the Bionnassay in front of us, our contentment 
boundless.

The Bionnassay traverse is of classical perfection, and so often
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praised in literature as to be almost hackneyed. One feels detached 
from the world ; it is an ethereal peak, a swan's whig.

No less perfect was the breakfast we had next morning at the 
Chalets de Miage, having descended early from the Durier Hut. 
The holiday was at an end, and we had at last completed the picture. 
All that remained was for me to leave Paradise, and amongst other 
things, to suffer vertigo with my wife on the Eiffel Tower.
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